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Meckering Wet and Wild
Destination: Neville’s Farm Meckering
Trip Date: August 17, 18 2019
Trip Leader: Kerry & Steve

Those of us who have been on runs to Meckering before would know about the wet and windy
weather as it seems to greet us every year, this trip was no exception with a wet and wild front hitting
us on the Friday night, the 4 caravans amongst us had better protection than the 2 camper trailers ,
oh what a night!
Saturday morning took us into town for a Coltons breakfast, on route we drove amongst fallen trees
and debris from the weather front the night before, but the sun was shining, and a better day lay
ahead.
Coltons served us well and we met up with Greg and Pauline there making 13 of us for breakie. We
made our way back to camp so Greg and Pauline could set up and un-hitch, fire burning, we sat
around a little until it was time to go for a drive.
Some background for those who don’t know , the Farm is owned by Neville Burges and his son
Russell, being long term friends of Kerry and her family, they have kindly given us free use of their
land including a campsite of much potential, only rules are; close any gates we open, and avoid driving
on crops, otherwise we have free reign and its always great fun.

Off to the bush we went, driving through paddocks,
rocks, up hills, down hills, flock of sheep running
amongst us, the land bore scars from previous trips, some deep ruts from bog rescues, water
crossings and the trip had a bogging but Greg was very efficient and got himself moving without any
real drama, we followed tracks which we made in previous years, great scenery and good fun was had
by all, we made our way back to camp for lunch
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Run part 2 was a test of navigation skills using coordinates, coordinates and instructions were given to
drivers and off they went to collect envelopes inside of which were playing cards, best poker hand
would be the winner, Kerry and I stayed at camp as it was our idea and we knew where the envelopes
were, we sat back at the fire watching the cars pass back and forth as they followed the clues, but it
became obvious that something was not quite right and cars were not in the right place, lesson learnt,
better preparation and correct giving of coordinates was needed , oopsy, as frustrated drivers
returned to camp without all the envelopes and the
stories began, it was laughed about and still fun so all
was good. Dinner was eaten at camp with more stories
told around the campfire into the night.
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Sunday morning saw us rise early and the ladies had their own trip to Mervin Burges’ farm which had
a Patchwork craft business. They were shown around while
us men worked extremely hard around the campfire, we
collected and moved materials into the barn so that we
could build walls and the like to better protect the campsite
in the future, once all back we headed off for the last event,
a trip to
an active eagles’ nest, this did involve driving over crops
which we was given permission for, no eagle seen at this
time but next time… maybe
All hitched up we left for home, another Meckering fun trip
completed
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